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Assembly language programming for the Atari computers (A Byte book)McGraw-Hill, 1984

	Since you've picked this book up and started browsing through

	it, you probably own or have access to an ATARI computer and are

	interested in progressing beyond BASIC. As you already know, the

	ATARI computers are among the most impressive of all home computers,

	but many of their special features are not available from...
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Secret Service: Hidden Systems That Deliver Unforgettable Customer ServiceAMACOM, 2003

	Foreword by Capodagli and Lynn Jackson, coauthors of "The Disney Way". All businesses have customers, but how many of them deliver unforgettably good customer service? "Secret Service" reveals the hidden systems of the few exceptional companies that do: what actions they take behind the scenes to consistently surpass...
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A Classical Introduction to Cryptography: Applications for Communications SecuritySpringer, 2005
From the reviews:
"This impressive hardback introduces fundamentals of information and communications security by providing mathematical concepts to prove or break the security of cryptographic schemes. … The book is designed for upper-level undergraduates and graduate level students in computer science. This comprehensive volume is...
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Freedom from Addiction: The Secret Behind Successful Addiction BustingHumana Press, 2005

	IF YOU are becoming worried about an aspect of your own behaviour - maybe you no longer feel totally in control of it, or are concerned about the health implications, or the fact that it takes up so much of your time and money - and you've decided that you want to do something about it, this book will help you.

	

	You might...
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The PowerPoint Detox: Reinvent Your Slides and Add Power to Your PresentationKogan Page, 2009

	
	
		Presentations matter. There can be a great deal hanging on them and
	
		rarely, if one fails to work, do you get a second chance. A poor presentation
	
		can blight a plan, a proposal, a reputation – even a career. But
	
		making a good one is not easy, as a quotation from Sir George Jessel
	
		makes clear: ‘The...
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Frommer's Maui 2012 (Frommer's Color Complete)Frommers, 2011
	
		Opinionated: No bland descriptions and lukewarm recommendations. Based on a detailed personal inspection, our author covers lavish beachfront resorts, intimate rain-forest B&Bs, family-friendly condos, and much, much more. Our dining reviews are simply the best in the business, whether you crave cutting-edge Asian-fusion...
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Make: Technology on Your Time Volume 08O'Reilly, 2006

	
		If you like to tweak, disassemble, recreate, and invent cool new uses for technology, you'll love MAKE, our project-based quarterly for the inquisitive do-it-yourselfer.

	
		Get ready to play when MAKE Volume 08, our "Toys and Games" issue, hits the stands. You'll learn how to build a wind-up bird that...
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Energy SecretVermilion, 1970

	WHEN I FIRST started working as a nutritionist in elite sport

	over a decade ago, the most common thing I would hear from

	athletes was: ‘James, I’m here because Coach says I need to

	lose weight.’





	Fortunately things have moved on just a little since then.

	Nutrition has become an integral part of...
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SAP GRC For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Governance, risk, and compliance—these three big letters can add up to one giant headache. But GRC doesn't have to be a boil on your corporate behind. SAP GRC For Dummies untangles the web of regulations that confronts your company and introduces you to software solutions the not only keep you in compliance, but also make your whole...
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You Can Do It!: A Beginners Introduction to Computer ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
You’ll be Programming with C++ within the hour
    Find out just how easy it is to write computer programs!    

    Want to start programming but don't know where to start? Don't worry! With a radically different approach to programming, author Francis Glassborow demystifies programming concepts, and...
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Encyclopedia of Native American HealingABC Clio, 1996
From our very first contacts, our relationships with Native American healers has continually been a love-hate affair. This unusual dichotomy stems from the fact that Native Americans have always seen external reality through different eyes. They inhabit a world in which the Creator is known only as a "Great Mystery." Such...
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Leading with Cultural Intelligence: The New Secret to SuccessAMACOM, 2009
We are pleased to write the foreword to David Livermore’s latest book on cultural intelligence (CQ). We have known Dave professionally for many years and have followed his work with great interest. Dave has always had a passion for intercultural training and education and has spent several years training leaders to serve on short-term...
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